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B4_E8_80_83_c89_126458.htm 1. For many people， household

labor remains demanding even if able to afford household appliances

their grandparents would find a miracle. （A） even if able to afford

household appliances their grandparents would find a miracle （B）

despite being able to afford household appliances their grandparents

would find a miracle （C） even if they can afford household

appliances their grandparents would have found miraculous （D）

although they could afford household appliances their grandparents

would find miraculous （E） even if they are able to afford

household appliances which would have been a miracle to their

grandparents 2. Bankers require that the financial information

presented to them by mortgage applicants be complete and follow a

prescribed format. （A） be complete and follow a prescribed

format （B） is complete and it follows a prescribed format （C）

be complete and a prescribed format is followed （D） to be

complete and a prescribed format be following （E） be complete

， and it followed a prescribed format 3. The rise in the Commerce

Departments index of leading economic indicators suggest that the

economy should continue its expansion into the coming months，

but that the mixed performance of the indexs individual components

indicates that economic growth will proceed at a more moderate

pace than in the first quarter of this year. （A） suggest that the

economy should continue its expansion into the coming months，



but that （B） suggest that the economy is to continue expansion in

the coming months， but （C） suggests that the economy will

continue its expanding in the coming months， but that （D）

suggests that the economy is continuing to expand into the coming

months， but that （E） suggests that the economy will continue to

expand in the coming months， but 4. In the Soviet Union the

attorneys role is often played by the judge，who not only reserves

time to hear citizens legal complaints and also prepares their cases

should the claims be valid. （A） and also prepares their cases

should the claims be （B） but also does the preparation of their

cases if the claims should be （C） and their cases are prepared if the

claims are （D） but also prepares their cases if the claims are （E）

and prepares their cases if the claims are 5. Developing nations in

various parts of the world have amassed $700 billion in debts； at

stake， should a significant number of these debts be repudiated， is

the solvency of some of the worlds largest multinational banks. （A

） should a significant number of these debts be repudiated， is （B

） should a significant number of these debts be repudiated， are 

（C） should they repudiate a significant number of these debts，

are （D） if there is a repudiation of a significant number of these

debts，would be （E） if a significant number of these debts will be
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